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CHAPTER 16:

Ice Breaker: Do you play a musical instrument?

1. Like Holly's dad, do you play a musical instrument? If not, have you ever wanted to?
2. Like Nik, do you spend your time trying to be everything to other people?
3. If you were to sketch a favorite family memory what would you draw (if time, draw it)!

CHAPTER 17: Ice Breaker: What is your favorite yes that you've given?
1. What did you think about Holly and Nik's exchange in the sanctuary after band practice?
2. What is an activity/tradition that you're definitely saying yes to this holiday season?
3. Have you said yes to the yes of Christmas? How does that decision affect your daily life?

CHAPTER 18: Ice Breaker: What is your favorite yes that you've given?
1. If you could plan a fun evening in your hometown, what three things would you do?
True or False?
2. Holly is no longer counting the pain of the past but focusing on the joys of the
present. What are some joys in your life right now?
3. If you could pick who Holly ends up with, would it be Frank, Andy, or Nik? Why?

CHAPTER 19: Ice Breaker: If you had to make a homemade gift, what would it be?
1. Do you think Nik should have told Holly about his interview ahead of time?
2. What do you think about the possibility of Frank and Elaine developing a future relationship?
3. Do you think Nik will move or stay put in Bavarian Falls?

CHAPTER 20:

Ice Breaker: What's your favorite winter activity?

1. What are your thoughts about Holly remaining in Bavarians Falls?
2. Like Heart Turn, if you could develop an uplifting program in your community, what would
it be like?
3. What might a "yes life" look like in regards to your future, your faith, and your relationships?
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Pick a fun holiday activity/tradition to enjoy together as a group.
Chat about who you'd cast as the main characters in a movie version.
Leave an honest review of the book on Amazon and Goodreads.

